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An output-feedback observer is proposed in this paper to simultaneously estimat
known states and disturbances of linear time invariant systems. The states are est
using a Luenberger-like observer while the disturbance signals are estimated based
inverse-dynamics motivated algorithm. The proposed schemes can be applied to a
variety of disturbances since no disturbance model is required in the estimation. Dep
ing on the input/output rank conditions of the plant, two different designs are propo
The observer gains are selected based on sufficient conditions for exponentially co
ing estimation. The design procedure is illustrated step-by-step by using two examp
hypothetical problem and the ground vehicle lateral speed estimation problem. A stan
H`-filter is used as the benchmark to illustrate the performance of the proposed me
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1 Introduction
The famous Kalman Filter algorithm, which assumes white a

Gaussian disturbances and noises, has been successfully a
to the estimation of state variables of linear systems in nume
engineering applications. The unknown input observer~UIO! for
state estimation under unknown~non-white and/or non-Gaussian!
inputs has also been intensively studied recently~e.g.,@1–5#!. The
disturbance-decoupled observer, one of the most well kno
approaches, constructs a state observer by decoupling the e
of disturbances~e.g., @6–8#!. Along another vein, disturbanc
identifiers have also been widely studied~e.g., @9,10#!. The
estimated disturbance is used for purposes such as impr
tracking control~e.g., @11–14#! and machine health monitoring
In these studies, disturbances were frequently assumed to b
output of a known or identifiable dynamical system. In som
cases, disturbances were modeled as linear combinations of
defined basis functions@10,15# or were characterized by differen
tial equations which can be augmented into system dynamics@16#,
which is known in the observer literature as the ‘‘immersio
technique@17#.

The methods described above focused either on state obs
tion or disturbance estimation. Few schemes were develope
simultaneously estimate states and disturbances. One notabl
ception is the work by Stein and Park@18,19# where a disturbance
and state estimation algorithm was derived by differentiating
output measurement. Their methods are based on the sin
value decomposition concept and are applicable when a rank
dition between the output matrix and the disturbance matrix
satisfied. For SISO systems, this rank condition is equivalen
the requirement that the relative degree of the transfer functio
one. More recently, two other approaches have been propos
estimate unknown inputs and states without differentiating
output measurements@20,21#. However, some norm or rank con
ditions are imposed on the unknown inputs in their approache

In this paper, we propose a state and disturbance observe
gorithm for linear time invariant systems. This algorithm can
applied to a special class of nonlinear systems~see Section 2!. The
identification algorithms are output-feedback in nature and
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based on the concept of inverse dynamics—which seems
motivated, because disturbance estimation is essentially a p
inversion problem. Since the inverse of physical systems is u
ally noncausal, derivatives of the output signal will help the
construction of the disturbance input. If the output signals
contaminated by noise, accurate output derivatives may be d
cult to obtain. This has been a common problem for many out
feedback disturbance observers, including the algorithms to
presented in this paper. To remedy this problem, a design pa
eter will be introduced, which can be adjusted to reduce the
verse effect of measurement noise.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Sectio
describes the family of the systems to be studied in this pape
Section 3, the state and disturbance observer algorithms wil
presented. Sufficient conditions for exponential stability will al
be shown. A standardH` filter algorithm is also presented in
Section 3 as the benchmark for the proposed approach. The de
processes of the proposed algorithms are illustrated in Sectio
The simulation results for a real application problem-the late
speed estimation for ground vehicles are also presented. Fin
conclusions are drawn in Section 5.

2 Problem Statement
The systems to be studied are assumed to be predomin

linear, but could include nonlinear dynamics in a special form

ẋ~ t !5Ax~ t !1G~u,y!1Bd~ t !
(1)

y~ t !5Cx~ t !

wherexPRn denotes the state vector,yPRny denotes the outpu
vector,uPRnu is the input vector,G(u,y)PRn is a known non-
linear function ofu and y, dPRnd is the disturbance input,A
PRn3n is the known state matrix,CPRny3n is the output matrix,
andBPRn3nd is the disturbance input matrix. It should be note
that the problem to be studied is a disturbance estimation prob
rather than a control problem. Therefore, when we refer to
systems as a single-input-single-output~SISO! problem, it means
ny51 andnd51 ~rather thannu51!. The system described in Eq
~1! is assumed to satisfy the following conditions.

Assumption 2.1:

~i! The matricesA, B andC are known. All uncertainties as
sociated with the matricesA and B are lumped into the
disturbanced.

~ii ! Matrix B has full column rank.
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~iii ! ~A, C! are observable.

The objective of the state and disturbance estimators is to
multaneously estimatex andd from the known signalsy andu. It
should be noted that if the system nonlinearity is in a general fo
~i.e., G(u,x)!, the unknown part of this nonlinearity need to b
lumped into the disturbance term. Other than this minor chan
the estimation algorithm to be presented in the following sect
can still be applied.

3 State and Disturbance Observer Schemes

3.1 Inverse Dynamics Based Schemes.The proposed state
observer for the system given in Eq.~1! is

ẋ̂~ t !5Ax̂~ t !1G~u,y!1Bd~ t !1K~y~ t !2 ŷ~ t !!
(2)

ŷ~ t !5Cx̂~ t !

where the symbol̂ denotes estimation, andK is the observer gain
The error dynamics obtained from Eqs.~1! and ~2! are

ė5Ake1Bed (3)

where Ak5A2KC, ed5d̂2d and e5 x̂2x. By examining Eq.
~1!, it seems reasonable to assume that the unknown disturb
d(t) can be estimated from the available signals

d̂~ t !5F1y1F2ẏ1G1x̂1G2ẋ̂1G3G~u,y! (4)

where F1PRnd3ny, F2PRnd3ny, G1PRnd3n, G2PRnd3n and
G3PRnd3n are observer gain matrices to be designed. Depend
on the ‘‘invertibility’’ of the plant, we have two cases. The ob
server design for these two cases will be presented in Lemma
and 3.3, respectively. It should be noted that Eq.~4! presents a
novel treatment of the disturbance estimation problem. The ad
tages of the proposed algorithms will be discussed at the en
Lemma 3.1, after the design process has been illustrated.

Case 1: There existsF2 , F2CB2I nd3nd
50, whereI nd3nd

de-
notes thend3nd identity matrix.

Lemma 3.1: Assuming that the state and input observers are
described in Eqs.~2! and ~4!. If

~i! F2 is selected to satisfy
F2CB2Ind3nd

50 (5)

~i! F1 and K are selected such thatA2B(F1C1F2CA)
2KC is Hurwitz.

Then G152(F1C1F2CA), G250 and G352F2C guarantee
that the state and disturbance estimation errorse anded will con-
verge exponentially to zero.

Proof: Subtractingd from Eq. ~4!, the disturbance estimatio
error was found to be

ed5F1y1F2ẏ1G1x̂1G2ẋ̂1G3G~u,y!2d

5~F1C1F2CA!x1G1x̂1~F2CB2I !d

1G2ẋ̂1~F2C1G3!G~u,y! (6)

whereed5d̂2d. From Eq.~6!, we can see that if there exists a
F2 that satisfiesF2CB2I nd3nd

50, then the effect of disturbanc
d can be eliminated. LetG250, G152(F1C1F2CA) and G3
52F2C, Eq. ~6! becomes

ed52~F1C1F2CA!e (7)

Substituting Eq.~7! into Eq. ~3!, we have

ė5~A2B~F1C1F2CA!2KC!e (8)

If A2B(F1C1F2CA)2KC is Hurwitz, e will converge expo-
nentially to zero. From Eq.~7!, ed will also converge exponen
tially to zero. h
376 Õ Vol. 124, SEPTEMBER 2002
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Unfortunately, (A2B(F1C1F2CA),C) may not always be an
observable pair. If we ignore the nonlinear part of the plant~which
will be canceled and therefore does not play a key role in
observer!, it turns out that the open-loop zeros of the pla
~A,B,C,0! are poles of the error dynamics. This fact is proven
the following Lemma.

Lemma 3.2: Open-loop zeros of the plant~A,B,C,0! are poles of
the error dynamicsė5(A2B(F1C1F2CA)2KC)e.

Proof: The following four facts are required to prove th
Lemma:

Fact 1: For two square matricesA and B, det(AB)5det(BA)
5detA•detB.

Fact 2: For anyn3m matrix A and m3n matrix B, det(In
2AB)5det(Im2BA)

Fact 3: For any four matricesA, B, C andD of proper size, we
have

detS A D

C B
D 5detA•det~B2CA21D !

Fact 4:F2CB5I nd3nd

Fact 5: If a matrixĂ is obtained from another matrixA by
adding a multiple of any row~or column! to another, then detĂ
5detA.

The poles of the error dynamics satisfy det@pI2A1B(F1C
1F2CA)1KC#50. From the five Facts shown above, we have~for
all the poles of the error dynamicsp!

det@pI2A1B~F1C1F2CA!1KC#

5
~1!

det~pI2A1KC1BF2CA!

•det@ I 1~pI2A1KC1BF2CA!21BF1C#

5
~2!

det~pI2A1KC1BF2CA!

•det@ I 1F1C~pI2A1KC1BF2CA!21B#

5
~3!

detF pI2A1KC1BF2CA 2B

F1C I nd3nd

G
5
~4!

detFpI2A1KC1BF2CA 2B

F1C F2CB
G

5
~5!

detFpI2A1KC1BF2CA 2B

F2C~pI1KC!1F1C 0 G50 (9)

where the number above each equality sign indicates the ‘‘Fa
used in derivation. For any open-loop zeroz of the plant, we have

detFzI2A 2B

C 0 G50.

Since

detFzI2A 2B

C 0 G5
~5!

detFzI2A1KC1BF2CA 2B

C 0 G
5
~5!

detFzI2A1KC1BF2CA 2B

~pF21F2CK1F1!C 0 G
From Eq.~9!, it is obvious all open-loop zeros~z! are poles of the
error dynamics~p!. h

The fact stated in Lemma 3.2 is the main reason we call
proposed estimation schemes ‘‘inverse-dynamics-based’’ obs
ers. It should be noted that for SISO systems, the condi
F2CB2I nd3nd

50 can be satisfied if and only ifCBÞ0;
i.e., when the system’s relative degree is equal to one. T
is exactly the same constraint obtained in@18,19#. This constraint
implies that to use the design illustrated inLemma 3.1, we
Transactions of the ASME
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50. Furthermore, since rank(F2CB)

<min@rank(F2), rank(C), rank(B)# andF2PRnd3ny, we have a
necessary~but not sufficient! condition that ny>nd . In other
words, the number of output signals must be larger than or e
to the number of disturbance signals. The same conclusion
also reached by Stein and Park. In comparison with existing m
odologies, however, the observer proposed above has the fo
ing advantages

1. It does not require any special canonical form~thus, no co-
ordinate transformation!.

2. The rank condition and observer gains are clearly define
3. The convergence rate of states and disturbance estima

can be adjusted by tuning the design factorsK andF1 ~gov-
erned by Eqs.~7! and ~8!!, up to the bandwidth limited by
the zeros of the plant.

Many physical systems fail to satisfy the conditions forCase 1
systems. Therefore, a design process for systems with more
laxed ‘‘invertibility’’ condition is proposed below.

Case 2: For anyF2 , F2CB2I nd3nd
Þ0

If we cannot find a finiteF2 that satisfiesF2CB2I nd3nd
50, a

different observer scheme must be developed. Note that the
lowing method can also be applied to systems that satisfyF2CB
2I nd3nd

50 ~‘‘case 1’’ type!.
Lemma 3.3: For the state and input observers shown in Eqs.~2!

and ~4!. If we chooseG152(F1C1B1A), G252(F2C2B1)
andG352B1, whereB1 is a left inverse ofB. The error dynam-
ics are thenMeė5Aee, whereMe5(I 1B(F2C2B1)) and Ae

5(A2KC2B(F1C1B1A)).
Proof: SinceB has full column rank, from Eq.~1! we have

d5B1ẋ2B1Ax2B1G~u,y! (10)

Subtract Eq.~10! from ~4!, we have

ed5~F1C1B1A!x1G1x̂1~F2C2B1!ẋ1G2ẋ̂

1~G31B1!G~u,y! (11)

whereed5d̂2d. By following the same procedure illustrated
Lemma 3.1, we can choose

G152~F1C1B1A! (12)

G252~F2C2B1! (13)

G352B1 (14)

so that Eq.~11! becomes

ed52~F1C1B1A!e2~F2C2B1!ė (15)

Substituting Eq.~15! into Eq. ~3!, we have

Meė5Aee (16)

where

Me5~ I 1B~F2C2B1!! (17)

Ae5~A2KC2B~F1C1B1A!! (18)

h
WhenMe is nonsingular,F1 , F2, andK should be selected suc
that Me

21Ae becomes Hurwitz. In general, however,Me may be
singular andMe

21 does not exist. In this case, the singular val
decomposition~SVD! technique@22# needs to be used. Let

Me5USVT (19)

S5FsM 0

0 0G (20)
Journal of Dynamic Systems, Measurement, and Control
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where UPRn3n and VPRn3n are unitary matrices, andsM

PRnM3nM (nm<n) is a positive-definite diagonal matrix. Subst
tute Eq.~19! into Eq. ~16!

USVTė5Aee (21)

SinceU andV are unitary matrices, Eq.~21! can be rewritten as

SVTė5UTAeVVTe (22)

Let z[VTe, Eq. ~22! becomes

S ż5UTAeVz (23)

Using the notations of Eq.~20!, Eq. ~23! can be rewritten as

FsM 0

0 0G F ż1

ż2
G5FA11 A12

A21 A22
G Fz1

z2
G (24)

wherez1PRnM, z2PRn2nM,

FA11 A12

A21 A22
G[UTAeV,

and A11, . . .A22 are defined according to the matrix partitio
From Eq.~24!, we have

ż15sM
21A11z11sM

21A12z2 (25)

05A21z11A22z2 (26)

Equations~25! and~26! give the error dynamics for the case whe
Me is singular. The observer design is thus to chooseF1 , F2 and
K such that the origin under Eqs.~25!–~26! is stable. The neces
sary and sufficient condition for exponential stability is shown
the following two facts.

Fact 3.4Given a linear systems

F ż1

« ż2
G5FB11 B12

B21 B22
G Fz1

z2
G ,

suppose thatB22 and B112B12B22
21B21 are both Hurwitz, then

there exists a positive number«o such that;«P(0,«o),

F B11 B12

B21/« B22/«G
is Hurwitz.

Proof: This is a well known singular-perturbation result, and t
proof can be found in books such as Vidyasagar@23#. h

Fact 3.5The error dynamicsMeė5Aee are stable if and only if
both A22 andA112A12A22

21A21 are Hurwitz, where

FA11 A12

A21 A22
G[UTAeV,

andMe5USVT is the SVD ofMe .
Proof: This can be shown easily by using Fact 3.5, and the f

that sM is positive definite.
h

From Fact 3.5, F1 , F2 andK need to be chosen to makeA11

2A12A22
21A21 andA22 Hurwitz, which then guaranteesz→0 ~i.e.,

e→0, sincez5VTe andV is nonsingular!. Sufficient conditions to
guaranteeA22 andA112A12A22

21A21 to be Hurwitz have not been
identified, since these two matrices depend on several design
tors and their singular value decomposition results. In the obse
design forCase 2systems, we found that usually we have suf
cient design degrees of freedom~i.e., F1 , F2 andK!. The nonu-
niqueness ofB1 ~the left inverse ofB! also provides extra design
degree of freedom. This fact will be shown in a design example
the following section.

It should be noted that when the plant transfer function~from
disturbance to output! has a relative degree higher than 1, t
design procedure shown in Case 2 has to be used. The fact
G2Þ0 in Case 2 implies that the rate of change of the estima
SEPTEMBER 2002, Vol. 124 Õ 377
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states are necessary to reconstruct the disturbanced ~in an expo-
nential fashion!. When the plant relative degree is on
exponentially-converging estimation is achievable without us
that piece of information.

SinceAe5(A2KC2B(F1C1B1A)) in Eq. ~18! is very simi-
lar to the state matrix of Eq.~8!, it is tempting to postulate that by
following the same procedure shown inLemma 3.2, it can be
shown that the open-loop zeros of the plant are poles ofAe . Due
to the nonuniqueness of the generalized left-inverse matrixB1, it
is difficult to prove that conjecture. WhenMe is nonsingular, how-
ever, that ‘‘inverse dynamics’’ property is easy to prove.

Lemma 3.6: When Me is nonsingular, open-loop zeros of th
plant ~A,B,C,0! are poles of the error dynamicsė5Me

21Aee.
Proof: The poles of the error dynamics satisfy det@pI2Me

21Ae#
50.
The five facts illustrated in Lemma 3.2 will be used in the follow
ing without restating them. From Eqs.~17! and ~18!, we have

det$pI2@ I 1B~F2C2B1!#21@A2KC2B~F1C1B1A!#%50

⇒detF I 1B~F2C2B1! A2KC2B~F1C1B1A!

I pI
G50

⇒detF 2pI2pB~F2C2B1!1A

I 1B~F2C2B1!

2KC2B~F1C1B1A!

I 0

G50

⇒det@pI2A1KC1B~F1C1B1A!1pB~F2C2B1!#50

⇒det@pI2A1KC1B~F1C1B1A!#•det$I 1@pI2A1KC

1B~F1C1B1A!#21pB~F2C2B1!%50

⇒detFpI2A1KC1B~F1C1B1A! 2pB

F2C2B1 B1B
G

5detbpI2A1KC1B~F1C1B1A! 2pB

FF21
1

p
~B1K1F1!GC 0 c50

It is then straightforward to show that any open-loop zero t
satisfies

detFzI2A 2B

C 0 G50

also satisfies

detbzI2A1KC1B~F1C1B1A! 2pB

FF21
1

p
~B1K1F1!GC 0 c50.

In other words, open-loop zeros are poles of the error dynam
ė5Me

21Aee. h

3.2 H ` Filtering Problem. To better assess the perfo
mance of the proposed observer, it needs to be compared ag
existing algorithms. In this paper, we choose to use the stan
H` filtering scheme@24,25# as the benchmark. In theH` filtering
setting, the plant dynamics are assumed to be described by

ẋ~ t !5Ax~ t !1Bd~ t !

z~ t !5C1x~ t !1D11d~ t ! (27)
378 Õ Vol. 124, SEPTEMBER 2002
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y~ t !5C2x~ t !1D21d~ t !

wherez(t)PRnz denotes the vector to be estimated. The probl
is then to design a causal filterF(s) such that the estimation o
z(t) ~i.e., ẑ(t)! is obtained in theH`-~sub!optimal sense based o
the measurementy(t) @26,27#. This problem can be formulated in
the LFT framework, and its diagram is shown in Fig. 1. The filt
F(s) can be found easily by using theH`-solver available in the
MATLAB robust control toolbox, such as thehin f( ) command.

4 Design Examples

4.1 An SISO System. The hypothetical two-state system
studied in this example is

F ẋ1

ẋ2
G5Fa1 a2

a3 a4
G Fx1

x2
G1F10Gd y5x2 (28)

whered is a scalar disturbance. SinceC5@0 1# and B5@1 0#T,
CB50. Therefore, only the Case 2 algorithm~shown inLemma
3.3! is applicable. Due to the fact thatB is a column vector, the
left inverseB1 is not unique. All row vectors in the form@1 r#,
rPR are candidates forB1. If we keepB1 in this general form,
the parameterr becomes an extra design degree of freedom. Fr
Eqs. ~12!–~14!, we have G152@a11ra3 F11a21ra4], G2
5@1 r2F2] andG35@21 2r]. The error dynamics for the stat
observer areMeė5Aee, where

Me5F0 F22r

0 1 G , Ae5F2ra3 2k12ra42F1

a3 a42k2
G

and k1 and k2 are the elements of the observer ga
K(5@k1 k2#T). Next, we need to find the SVD fo
Me (5USVT). It is well known that the unitary matricesU andV
are the orthonormal matrix of the eigenvectors ofMeMe

T and
Me

TMe , respectively. For this plant, we have

V5F0 1

1 0G ,
S5FA~F22r!211 0

0 0
G

and U5
1

A~F22r!211
FF22r 1

1 2~F22r!
G .

Therefore,

Fig. 1 Diagram of a standard H` filtering problem
FA11 A12

A21 A22
G5UTAeV5

1

A~F22r!211
F2~F22r!~k11ra41F1!1a42k2 a32ra3~F22r!

2k12F12F2a41F2k22rk2 2a3F2
G

Transactions of the ASME
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The two conditions for Fact 3.6~A22 and A112A12A22
21A21 are

Hurwitz! then become

a3F2.0 (29)

and

r3~a3k2!1r2~a3k11a3F122a3F2k2!1r~F2
2a3k222a3F2k1

22a3F1F21a3k2!1~a3k11a3F11a3F2
2k11a3F1F2

2!.0

(30)

The following analysis are obtained based on Eqs.~29! and ~30!.

1. Equations~29! and~30! can be satisfied only ifa3Þ0, which
implies that the system has to be observable. Whena350, the
measured statex2 is not affected byx1 and the observability ma
trix becomes singular. Hence, no exponentially decaying obse
can be designed. Fortunately, this unfavorable condition has b
excluded byAssumption 2.1. In other words, we havea3Þ0 due
to the observability assumption.

2. From Eq.~29!, F2 cannot be zero. SinceF2 is the observer
gain for ẏ, output derivative feedback is necessary in order
construct exponentially converging observer.

3. For the special caser50, Eqs. ~29! and ~30! reduce to
a3F2.0 and (k11F1)/F2.0, which are easy to satisfy.

4. Whenk2Þ0, Eq.~30! can always be satisfied, no matter wh
values we have selected for the other observer gains. For exam
for any observer design, there existsM@1, such that r
5sgn(a3k2)•M will satisfy Eq.~30!. In other words, the require
ment on the other design parameters~F1 , F2 andK! is even more
relaxed whenrÞ0.

4.2 Vehicle Lateral Speed and External Disturbance
Estimation. Vehicle lateral speed is an important piece of info
mation for the design of ground vehicle active safety systems s
as vehicle stability control systems@28#, lane departure warning
systems@29#, etc. Vehicle lateral speed can be measured by us
vision-based or radar-based sensors, but these sensors ar
rently too costly ~;$5,000–$20,000! for production vehicles.
Therefore, observer techniques to estimate vehicle lateral s
from yaw rate measurement~;$50! are an attractive alternative. A
widely acknowledged problem is that road superelevation
wind gust disturbances may cause significant errors in the est
tion. In this design example, we will apply the observer sche
presented in Section 3 to estimate vehicle lateral speed in
presence of external disturbances.

The well-known bicycle model@30# is used to describe vehicl
lateral and yaw dynamics. From Fig. 2, assuming linear
model, we have

Fig. 2 The bicycle vehicle handling model
Journal of Dynamic Systems, Measurement, and Control
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F v̇y

ṙ G5F 2
1

m S 2Cf12Cr

vx
D 1

m S 2mvx1
22aCf12bCr

vx
D

1

I z
S 22aCf12bCr

vx
D 1

I z
S 22a2Cf12b2Cr

vx
D G

3Fvy

r G1F 2Cf

m

2aCf

I z

G u1F10Gd[Ax1Buu1Bd

y5r[Cx (31)

wherevy is the vehicle lateral speed,r is the measured yaw rate
vx is vehicle longitudinal speed, andu is the vehicle front wheel
steering angle—the ‘‘control’’ input possibly from a human driv
or automatic steering systems. The vehicle mass and yaw mom
of inertia are denoted asm andI z , respectively. The vehicle cente
of gravity is assumed to locate at a distancea andb from the front
and rear axles. The front and rear tire cornering stiffness are
noted asCf and Cr , respectively. The resultant external distu
bance is denoted asd which includes the effects of wind gust an
the gravity force induced by road superelevation. It is assum
thatd acts on the vehicle’s center of gravity. SinceCB50, we will
have to use the methods described inLemma 3.3.

Equation~31! is essentially the same as Eq.~28!, except that it
has control~steering! input, and that we have associated the pla
with a real plant~the vehicle!, instead of imaginary symbols
Therefore, the observer design process follows the proced
shown in section 4.1 directly. By assuming the following nomin
vehicle parameters:Cf551,000 N/rad, Cr547,000 N/rad, m
51700 kg, a51.14 m, b51.41 m andI z53200 kg m2, and ve-
hicle speedvx515 m/s, we have~by using the notations shown in
Eq. ~28!! a1529.754, a25214.03, a350.5901 and a4

5212.622. The free parameterr in B1 is chosen to be zero sinc
we do not need that extra design degree of freedom. The ineq
ity constraints Eq.~29! and ~30! then reduce to two simple con
straints:F2.0 andk11F1.0.

Although the conditions for exponentially converging observ
are easy to achieve, specifications from transient performanc
quirement can be formed to dictate the observer gain selec
For this example, the error dynamics are governed
ė25@2(k11F1)/F2#/e2 and e15@k11F11F2(a42k2)#/
(F2a3)e2 . The first equation is guaranteed to be stable~since
F2.0 andk11F1.0!. The second equation described the re
tive size of the unmeasured state~lateral speed! estimation error
with respect to that of the measured state~yaw rate!. Apparently, if
vehicle lateral speed estimation is of concern, the free parame
should be selected such that the magnitude of@k11F11F2(a4
2k2)#/F2 becomes as small as possible. This can be formula
as a nonlinear programming optimization problem. The followi
inequality constraints were imposed:~i! F2.0 and k11F1.0,
~ii ! observer poles should have real parts less than212, ~iii ! k1
1F1 /F2.3, and~iv! magnitudes of all the free observer gains a
bounded (uF1u<10, uk2u<50, and uF2u<1!. The best design
~which minimizes the absolute value of@k11F11F2(a4

2k2)#/F2 under these constraints was found to beK5@k1 k2#T

5@47 10#T, F15210 andF251. These observer gains are us
for the simulations described below.

The scenario used to verify this observer design in simulati
is as follows: the vehicle is assumed to be driving at a cons
speed of 15 m/s in a long constant radius curve. A constant s
ing ~u! of 0.33 degree is applied. The external disturbance
cludes the effect of both the road superelevation and the wind
disturbances, and is assumed to be a combination of a trapez
function ~superelevation55 degree between t51;4 second! and
three sinusoidal signals~wind gust force at three frequencies—
10, and 35 rad/s!. The yaw rate and steering angle are both
sumed to be measured at a rate of 100 Hz, based on which
SEPTEMBER 2002, Vol. 124 Õ 379
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continuous-time algorithm is implemented. The derivative of o
put signal is obtained by using simple backward difference ba
on the 100 Hz measurement. The disturbance and state estim
results under ideal condition~no uncertainties! are shown in Fig.
3. The simulation results show that the estimations are quite
curate. This is perhaps not so surprising since no uncertain
have been introduced. The estimation error thus decays quick
zero as predicted in the theory.

If we apply theH` filter algorithm to estimate vehicle latera
speed and disturbance directly, the results~Fig. 4! are similar but
slightly worse compared to the results of Fig. 3. It can be seen
the estimate of lateral speed is quite good, the disturbance es
tion is more oscillatory than that of Fig. 3.

The robustness of the proposed algorithm is subsequently s
ied by investigating the effect of measurement noise and mo
mismatch. The uncertainties include~1! yaw rate measurement i
assumed to be contaminated by white noise~0.001 rad/s standard
deviation! plus a sinusoidal noise~0.001 rad/s amplitude, 1 Hz!;
~2! Due to steering system misalignment, an offset of 0.01 deg
is assumed to exist; and~3! The true vehicle mass and yaw mo

Fig. 3 Disturbance and lateral speed estimation results
„inverse-dynamics approach …

Fig. 4 Disturbance and lateral speed estimation results „H`

approach …
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ment of inertia are assumed to be 20% higher than nominal
ues, and the normalized tire cornering stiffness is assumed t
30% below the nominal value. These uncertainties represe
severely perturbed operating condition. A standard~discrete-time!
fifth-order low-pass filter was added to the filter out the wh
noise in yaw rate measurement. The estimation deteriorates
ticeably ~Fig. 5! but the performance is still quite reasonable.

5 Conclusions
In this paper, two output feedback observer schemes were

posed to estimate unknown states and disturbances simultane
for a special class of nonlinear time invariant systems. The a
rithms were developed based on the inverse dynamic conc
Depending on the relationship between system output and dis
bance input matrices, two distinct algorithms were propos
Guidelines for the design of the disturbance observer gain m
ces were presented. Sufficient conditions for the asymptotic c
vergence of estimation errors were also given. The proposed
gorithms require neither disturbance models, nor state coordi
transformations, and the observer can be applied to SISO sys
with relative degree higher than 1. Two design examples w
presented to illustrate the design procedure. In particular, the
posed observers were successfully applied to a vehicle la
speed and disturbance estimation problem. Simulation res
show that even under an array of severe system uncertainties
vehicle lateral speed and external disturbances are estim
accurately.
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